Low-Cost Interrogation System for Long Period Fiber Gratings as Sensing Devices
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Abstract: A system with fiber laser diodes and photodetector replaces the usual bulky and expensive systems for characterization of long period fiber gratings and high correlation is achieved when measuring refractive index, temperature and curvature.
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1. Introduction

Long period fiber gratings (LPFG) can be viewed as band-rejection filters with the spectral response tunable by temperature, surrounding refractive index, curvature and strain [1, 2] coupled to the well-known advantages of optical fibers including low attenuation losses, immunity to electromagnetic interference and liquid resistance compared with other types of electrical systems makes them very appealing in sensor applications.

This kind of gratings have periods in the range from several tens of microns to some millimeters with a typical spectral rejection band of 10-40 nm [3]. The shape of this band is close to a Lorentzian function centered at a wavelength $\lambda_{LPFG}$ determined by equation 1, where $\Lambda$ is the period of the grating and the $n_{core}^{eff}$ and the $n_{cladding}^{eff}$ are the effective refractive index of the core and cladding respectively.

$$\lambda_{LPFG} = \left[n_{core}^{eff} - n_{cladding}^{eff}\right] \Lambda = \delta^{eff} \Lambda$$

In specific conditions incident light guided by the fundamental mode in the core is coupled to different forward-propagating cladding modes with high order and the transmission spectra shows several rejection bands each one corresponding to a different mode. The sensitivity to the external parameters increases for higher order modes reaching the maximum value at the so called turning point regime [4]. At this point each mode results in two well defined rejection bands with different behaviors allowing to increase the sensitivity to the measurable parameter. The combination with new sensitivity enhanced techniques [5] can induce the development of new sensing systems.

High-resolution interrogation systems for LPFGs have been studied using a wide range of interference techniques as with Mach-Zenders [6], Fabry-Perot cavities [7] and others [8, 9]. The standard way of an LPFG characterization consists of a broadband light source connected to the grating and its spectral intensity analyzed in transmission mode by one optical spectral analyzer (OSA). However, these kind of interrogation techniques are not practical for most field sensing applications due to the bulky size, high cost and non-portable so low-cost and portable alternative approaches of interrogation system are desired for many field applications.

Usually the shape of the LPFG rejection band can be fitted by a Lorentzian or a Pseudo-Voigt function, so it can be used to predict the spectral position of the band with just a signal processing. The proposed interrogation method uses a set of narrow and stable fiber laser light sources at the C-band window covering different regions of the LPFG rejection band in study and the power signal is detected with one low-cost InGaAs photodetector. Two different measuring methods can be implemented with prior characterization knowledge of the LPFG resonance band position. The first method implies to keep one laser as close as possible to the rejection band while the other is placed in a spectral region were the power reaches a maximum and stable value acting as a reference. The second method consists on use of both lasers close to the rejection band such that the attenuation affects both lasers intensities allowing higher range and accuracy measurements. It's important to notice that the implementation of these configurations allows the introduction of a second grating to act as a reference to minimize fluctuations due to other parameters.

2. Material and Methods

Long period fiber gratings inscribed in single mode fiber (SMF28e, Corning, Inc.), were produced using the plasma-induced electric arc-discharge technique [10]. The period of the LPFG was 400 µm, a value chosen to obtain the asymmetric 6th order cladding mode resonance (LP1,6) around 1550 nm. A visibility value of ~25 dB for the LP1,6 attenuation band of the bare LPFG was reached with a sensor length of 45 ± 5 mm.
The experimental setup is represented in Figure 1 and is composed by two laser diodes (SPL, Roithner LaserTechnik, Austria) centered at 1529 nm and 1552 nm with maximum intensities of 1.56 dBm and -5.73 dBm, respectively. The lasers were connected to a 50:50 fiber coupler and both light signals were sent to the LPFG and connected to a second 50:50 fiber coupler which allows to monitor and compare the output power with the OSA (Yokogawa AQ 6370D) and with one photodiode (EPM605LL, JDSU, EUA) with responsivity of 0.92 A/W in the 1500-1600 nm range, and amplified to output measurable values to a standard voltmeter. Both lasers were controlled with a developed system with a laser driver and a temperature controller to avoid fluctuations in the intensity and spectral drifts.

![Fig. 1: Laboratorial setup with the LPFG placed between two fiber couplers illuminated with two lasers and detected by an Optical spectrum analyzer and a photodetector.](image1)

The setup was applied to the measurements of different parameters as external refractive index, curvature and temperature. In both cases the LPFG was fixed to a precision micrometric positioner to avoid cross measurements. The external refractive index values were obtained using different concentrations of Ethylene glycol mixed with distilled water to obtain values between the range from 1.3333 and 1.4251. The refractive index was measured with a high-resolution Abbe refractometer (MOD. DR-A1, Atago, Japan). The curvature was estimated through the combination of the length variation between the fixing points and the height variation at the LPFG region. The temperature measurements were performed inside of an incubator (Isotherm, Esco, Singapore) and stretched with a 6 g mass to avoid bending effect due to the intrinsic silica properties. The resulting LPFG spectra were also record with the OSA in transmission mode by illuminating with a super luminescent diode source (Benchtop SLD model S5FC1550S-A2 – Thorlabs, Germany). This additional data acquired for all the parameters studied is useful for the system calibration and helps the analysis of the grating behavior when changes are applied.

3. Results

The results are presented and compared taking in consideration specific parameters, refractive index, curvature and temperature using the same characterization method.

3.1 External refractive index measurements

The spectra corresponding to the refractive index variations when illuminating with the laser sources are presented in figure 2. Inset is the LPFG spectra when illuminated with the SLD source and the dashed lines marks the spectral position of the lasers. It’s possible to observe that increasing the external RI the rejection band shifts to lower wavelengths and affects the intensity of the laser peaks. The intensity of the laser located at 1529 nm decreases while the other one increases as expected. Both laser intensities are used to estimate the position of the LPFG band and the consequently the external RI in a wide range of values.

![Fig. 2: Optical response of the long period fiber grating by changing the external refractive index when illuminated with the two laser beams. Inset is the spectra when illuminated with a broad band source.](image2)
The results from the photodiode measurements are represented in figure 3 showing a good agreement with the original measured values with calculated correlation coefficients of 0.83 and 0.95 for the laser centered at 1529 nm and 1552 nm, respectively.

![Fig. 3: Comparison between the power measured by the OSA and the voltmeter by changing the external refractive index: (a) laser centered at 1529 nm and (b) laser centered at 1552 nm.](image)

### 3.2 Curvature measurements

The spectral behavior of the rejection band when curvature is applied is slightly different. It is observed in figure 4 (inset) that the band suffers a strong reduction while shifts to higher wavelengths. These effects affect the intensity of the laser located at 1552 nm while the other located at 1529 nm only have only some fluctuations in the power intensity detected by the photodetector. The advantage in this case is the fact of having a laser diode for the measurement and another for a reference so any power loss due to non-measurement related external factors will be detected. The results for these measurements are represented in figure 5, the last figure shows remarkably correlation coefficients of 0.99 between the measured values by the expensive OSA and the low-cost voltmeter.

![Fig. 4: Optical response of the long period fiber grating by changing the fiber curvature when illuminated with the two laser beams. Inset is the spectra when illuminated with a broad band source.](image)

![Fig. 5: Comparison between the power measured by the OSA and the voltmeter for different curvatures: (a) laser centered at 1529 nm and (b) laser centered at 1552 nm.](image)

### 3.3 Temperature variation measurements

Temperature induced variations in wavelength shift presented in figure 6 shows a thermal sensitivity of 145 pm/°C and with the position of the measurement laser at 1552 nm the system is able to measure temperatures from 0 °C to 120 °C. Additional range can be reached by adding a third laser diode positioned at 1570 nm to reach to temperatures of 220 °C with the same LPFG. Results are shown in figure 7. The laser diode located outside the rejection band acts once again as a reference for the measurement signal.
Fig. 6: Optical response of the long period fiber grating by changing the temperature when illuminated with the two laser beams. Inset is the spectra when illuminated with a broad band source.

Fig. 7: Comparison between the power measured by the OSA and the voltmeter for different temperatures: (a) laser centered at 1529 nm and (b) laser centered at 1552 nm.

In this case the sensing laser was placed on the right side of the LPFG band and increasing the temperature the laser intensity decreases to a minimum increasing for higher temperature values.

4 Conclusions

A lost-cost system to interrogate the spectral behavior of long period fiber gratings was developed and tested when changing different parameters. The system composed by two laser diodes and one photodetector is used to interrogate long period fiber gratings replacing the usual, bulky and expensive systems. Measurements of sensitivity of refractive index, temperature and curvature were obtained with average correlation coefficient values, for both lasers, of 0.89, 0.99 and 0.95 respectively. The possibility to add more lasers diodes to the system at different wavelengths can improve the measurement accuracy and the range of detection. In addition, the modulation of the lasers diodes accompanied by a dedicated signal processing opens the possibility to scan the rejection band to better estimate the real position in the spectra and consequently the value of the measurand.
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